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SLIDE, HIDE OR SHOW WITH THE AUDACIOUS CABINET 

FROM UMAGE

Audacious is a cabinet with personality designed as a place for 

displaying your favorite things. Its special tambour doors slide 

around the edge of the cabinet, letting you choose how much of 

the interior you want to put on show. 

Strong and stable with a stylish kidney shape, Audacious adds 

organic rounded elements to the clean lines and sharp corners 

often found in the Nordic space. 

Audacious’ smooth corners soften its proile, making it easy to 

add to a room with even limited space. The wooden cabinet’s 

sliding tambour doors have a textile covering that gives 

Audacious a soft tactile touch. 

The inside shelf of Audacious is specially shaped with a cutaway 

section so drinks bottles or tall glasses can be easily stored when 

you want to use it as a bar cabinet. Alternatively, slide the doors 

closed and place a vase or candlestick holder on top. 

The lexibility and size of the cabinet means you can use 

Audacious in the dining room, living room, bedroom, hallway 

or even a hotel or restaurant.

Jonas Søndergaard, Designer: “I am a cabinet maker and have 

been fascinated with tambour cabinets a long time. I really love 

the idea that you can slide the beautiful doors around to ind a 

position just where you want it. You can make this furniture into 

what you want it to be.”

PRODUCT FACTS

Name Audacious cabinet

Designer Jonas Søndergaard, 2018

Material Solid oak, veneered plywood, 
polyester, solid beech

Size H: 67 x W: 100 x D: 50 cm

Colours Oak/slate grey, Dark oak/slate grey, Oak/silver 

grey, Dark oak/silver grey, Oak/petrol blue, Dark 

oak/petrol blue, Oak/dusty rose, Dark oak/dusty 

rose, Oak/spring green, Dark oak/spring green


